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Work & Energy Review 
1. 	 Define with an equation and in words: \.(. CIt bl,c+ 

a. kinetic energy 	 E NE~~Y c\,\JE. To ~"-- f¥\O.,.:ol't!) 0 Q"" 

\ \ \ I ~ \oc.,.....o" 1JJ. .. 111\ ~-
b. potential energy E~'r~ y ~~C,~Q '--' 

c. work s: It cl 

2. 	 Define the principle of conservation of energy and tell how it applies to a swinging 

pendulum. ~" \\.e \op ." .". S":"'n~ -.,\ Pe...., k£ 

4'-- -n. '00-\\c:.,fW\. ~k. +0 Pe. 


3. 	 Give the standard and fundamental units for 

8. Y:'811( 	 b. l5oC061 

c. energy (kinetic) -:r 	 d. energy (potential) T 
4. 	 What is meant by the term mechanical energy? 

et\..~y o\\~:wcd by tw\'~f~\ ~4I\,,",.s 
5. 	 Apply the Law of Conservation of Energy in the following problem: 

A 2000 kg car traveling at 40 m/s suddenly slams on its brakes which supply a 100,000 N 
braking force. How far will the car skid before coming to a complete stop? 

El. ... W ':. e., /'I i lt.oco) '10'L: 10°.000 do 
i. t1'\vt- F.~ : 0 /' 1(,,00 000 ':. '00 CDO d 


c1 :. \c. W\ 

6. 	 Find the KE and PE at all the marked POints on the roller coaster. If it begins at rest at point 

A (mass = 500 kg) Assume mechanical energy is conserved. 

PE ~ tI'\ b " ~...0 	 (I'\'V'I> ",ptbW;::P;;;AiiiW..-' : SooLq · ,"'''' l"~
c' ~.,o 

KE PE 

A 0 1",,060 

B Ict" 000 0 

C qaooo 1,000 
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7. 	 Spiderman (84 kg) climbs 150 m up the side of a building. 
a) How much work did Spiderman do to reach this height? -r 

IN:. -;-d = M~Q":. &Cf (q.,) ('So) : \~3,~80 ~ 
b) How much PE does he have at this height? 

p·e : ""6"':' e.'I(q.e,) (ISO)~ \"Z..~. ~So :r 
c) If he reached this height in 2 min. how much power did he generate? 

-
8. 	 a) How much work is done when lifting a 25 kg box to a shelf 3 m above the floor? (Just 

enough force is used to overcome the box's weight?) 

w-= ~tdi: m~d :. 2.S'(q.6)(~): 73S~ 
b) What is the potential energy of the box as it sits on the shelf? 

Pc ~ ",~'"' =1.S-(c\.8)("5): 7JS" :r 
c. If the box were to fall, how much kinetic energy would it have just before hitting the floor? 

,35 -r 
d. How much work would the floor have to do to stop to box?! 

,3S:f 
9. 	 A 0.1 kg bullet is fired at 100 mls directly from the ground. (Height when fired =0.0 m) 

Fill in the chart below. Assume no air resistance. 1 " 1. B~" ~ 0 

When fired 
(A) 

At the Peak 
(8) 

Just before it 
hits the 

ground (C) 

PE 0 600 0 
KE soO 0 500 

TE ~oO 500 Soo 
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10. Using energy considerations, How high will the bullet in problem #8 I I 
I Igo?PE ':.~~ h 	 ,,':0 5"0. I I 

\ L .C\~ 	 Al 'e5'00":. (O.,\(q·e,J ~ ~ ::' s.o ~ 
11. How fast will the bullet in problem #8 be going when it hits the ground? 

JOO p\/~ 


